### Course Information

**Course:** 7  
**Course Name:** Shotgun Handgun Mix  
**Course Type:** Skill Based  
**Start/Stop:** Shot Timer / Last Shot - 180 Max Time  

#### Targets

| 10 Clays / 11 Steel | Scoring: Clays Must Break / Dueling Tree Steel MUST be hit to make it flip fully to opposite side. RO will call hits on other steel. |

#### Firearms / Rounds Required

| Duty Shotgun = 10 Birdshot Rounds | Duty Handgun = 11 Rounds |

#### Start Position

Holstered loaded Duty Handgun. Shotgun loaded with 5 rounds and Safety ON. Standing at Shoulder Ready Position with toes touching Start Line. Left shoulder firing shooters start on right side of range and right shoulder shooters on left side of the range.

#### Course Description

On the Start Signal begin walking backwards inside of Firing Area 1 while engaging Threat Targets 1 through 5. First Shot Time Requirement is 1 second. At the rear of Firing Area 1 move forward up the other side of FA-1 while engaging Threat Clay Targets 6 through 10. Exit Firing Area 1 at opposite start line and place UNLOADED shotgun in barrel. Move to Firing Area 2 and engage Threat Steel Targets 11 through 21.

- You MUST shoot on the move in Firing Area 1. ONE Procedural Penalty will be assessed for each Threat Target engaged when stationary. Movement speed MUST be close to a normal walk pace.
- Shotgun CANNOT be unloaded by firing into a berm. Any remaining rounds must be unloaded by hand. One Procedural for each round left loaded and one Procedural if Safety is OFF and shotgun has loaded rounds.
- First Shot Requirement Violation Penalty = Actual Fired Time
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| Course: 7 | Course Name: Shotgun Handgun Mix | HS - 4021 |

Course Material & Supplies

- Course of Fire Kit: RO Radio / Shot Timer with Random & Max Time Functions / Timer Spare Batteries / RO Clipboard / Score Sheets / Completed Score Sheet Folder / Staple Gun & Staples / Pens / Markers / Tan & White Target Pastes
- RO Table & Pop Up Tent for Shelter
- Competitor Equipment Staging Table = 2
- Material To Create Firing Area Boundaries
- Steel Round Plate with Stand - Pistol Grade = 3 (2 for Course and 1 Spare)
- Steel Dueling Tree with Six Plates – Pistol Grade = 1 (1 plate will be removed and kept as a spare)
- Steel Double Loli-Popper Target - Pistol Grade = 2
- 1” x 2” x 8’ Lumber for Firing Area Lines and Target Sticks = 17
- Spikes for Firing Area Lines and Steel Target Stands = 36
- Clay Bird Stands = 12 (10 for course plus 2 spare)
- Clay Bird Targets = 10 per Shooter
  - For 110 Shooters = 1,100 = 13 Cases (90 Count Box)
  - For 130 Shooters = 1,300 = 15 Cases (90 Count Box)
- Barrel with carpet on bottom for Grounding Shotgun
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TACTICAL POLICE COMPETITION SCORE SHEET
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